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Call family donates to business school 
BY CATHERINE BENNITT 
editor in chief 
owner of national truck stop chain Pilot Flying J. 
Students enrolled in the Huntsman School of 
Business will see a revamping of their current 
advising and career services offices due to a 
$1.75 million gift given to the school by the Call 
Family Foundation. 
GPAs. The total sum of the gift going toward 
scholarships is $750,000, which will allow the 
scholarship to continue for the next 15 years, 
said Dave Patel, assistant dean of career and 
student services in the Huntsman School of 
Business. 
The Call Family Foundation gave the same 
gift to the University of Utah's David Eccles 
School ofBusiness. This foundation was 
established through FJ Management, Inc., joint-
i just want to give those who may have had 
to work full time the opportunity to work part 
time, so they will have a better experience at 
school," said Crystal Maggelet, chief executive 
officer of FJ Management. 
All USU students may apply for one of the 10 
annual scholarships, but preference will be given 
to applicants majoring in business or engineer-
ing. The scholarships also give preference to stu-
dents who are, or have been, employed by Flying 
J, including students with family members who 
are, or have been, employed by the company. 
Patel said the scholarship application will be• 
available online, separate from other busine5' 
school scholarships. 
This gift will also create several $5,000 
scholarships, 10 per year, for students with high 
BUSINESS 
STUDENTS (TOP) 
Shaun Allred and Becky 
Kelley have benefitted 
from the career services 
offered by the Huntsman 
School of Business. The 
Call Family Foundation, 
associated with FJ 
Management, Inc., gave 
the business school $1.75 
million to improve these 
services for students. 
Photo courtesy Steve Eaton 
All facets of the business school's career : • 
services will now fall under the same umbrella, 
Patel said. The $1 million is going toward • • 
strengthening these services by putting career 
accelerators and advisers in the same location. 
Currently, there are eight academic advisers and 
seven career accelerators. 
"(Career accelerators) are there to help 
students with everything from interview 
preparation to sitting down with you and doing 
one-on-one mentoring, depending what your 
interests are, to determine what career may be 
best fit for you and job opportunities for that," 
Patel said. 
Maggelet is a USU alumna and serves on the 
business school advisory board. She introduced 
her idea to improve the school's career services 
summer 2011. 
"I've been very impressed with what has 
taken place and the emphasis that has been put 
on bettering the school," Maggelet said. "Giving 
the gift to the career center had to do with the 
importance of businesses working close with 
universities and making sure we are on the 
same page." 
Students, like Shaun Allred, already feel they 
have benefited from career services. Allred, a 
senior majoring in operations management, said 
he sees business students having more oppor-
tunities because the school's career services 
• See DONATION, Page 2 
Event brings Bourbon Street to USU 
BY ARIANNA REES 
staff writer 
Students planning on 
attending USU's Mardi Gras 
Celebration Feb. 11 can expect 
to experience the real feel of 
Bourbon Street, New Orleans, 
versus the event's usual carnival 
theme, said Zach Larsen, 
Programming vice president. 
"This year we want to make 
it feel like you're actually in a 
casino, or you're actually walking 
down Bourbon Street, or you're 
actually in the place that we're 
trying to recreate," Larsen said. 
"We want to give it that sense 
of reality. You're not at a party, 
you're actually there. That's sort 
of our vision." 
Kellen Hansen, USU 
Activities director, said beside 
the shift from the carnival 
theme to the Bourbon Street feel, 
there are few changes this year 
compared to changes made last 
year, but students may appreciate 
a few of the adjustments. 
The event this year will cost 
about the same as last year 
and that the university is actu-
ally spending under budget. 
According to Hansen and Kevin 
Webb, USU program coordinator, 
last year the university spent 
close to $25,000 on Mardi Gras 
festivities. That number is lower 
this year, Hansen said. 
Hansen said the event usually 
attracts a crowd of almost 3,000, 
though its popularity grows 
every year. He said he hopes the 
attendance will jump to 3,500 
this year. 
"This is much more of a stu-
dent-geared event, as opposed to 
the Howl," Hansen said. "That's 
why it's so much cheaper. In fact, 
a lot of people complain because 
we use student fee money to put 
on the events and then they have 
to pay to get into them. The Howl 
actually pays for all of these 
other events." 
A $5 ticket for the Mardis 
Gras Celebration can be pur-
chased at the TSC Card Office. 
Student:; who attend can have 
their fortunes told by tarot card 
readers, have their faces painted, 
have access to an oxygen bar and 
attend a dance with music by DJ 
Marcus Wing. There will also 
be two magician shows and the 
annual event's regular casino 
games, Hansen said. 
., See MARDI GRAS, Page 3 
In theKnow 
•The Mardi Gras 
celebration will be 
Saturday, Feb. 11. 
•Tickets are $5. 
•Events include 
casino games, 
magic shows and 
fortune telling • 
Gay Republican addresses values in government 
BY CAITLIN MOFFITT 
staff writer 
The government should not 
define personal values, accord-
ing to a speech given at USU by 
the vice president of Utah Log 
Cabin Republicans. 
~Discussions about values 
should belong around our 
kitchen tables and in our 
churches, where we can choose 
what we want to pass onto 
others," said James Humphreys, 
the Republican group's vice 
president. 
Humphreys, a gay registered 
Republican, said he has been 
a Republican since he was 18 
years old, and he plans to stay 
active in the party throughout 
his life and has been heavily 
involved in politics since he 
attended Weber State University. 
According to their website, 
Log Cabin Republicans are "the 
nation's only organization of 
Republicans who support fair-
ness, freedom and equality for 
gay and lesbian Americans." 
Humphreys spoke to 
students as part of the College 
Republicans Pizza and Politics 
lecture series Thursday. The 
series recently featured Utah 
Gov. Gary Herbert and Sen. 
Orrin Hatch. 
"We are the grassroots of the 
GOP," the LCR website states, 
"and our chapters and members 
can be counted on to volunteer 
for local candidates, participate 
in state and local Republican 
Party committees and to run for· 
elected office." 
JAMES HUMPRHREYS SPOKE TO students Feb. 9 about being gay 
and Republican. Humphreys is a the vice president of the Utah chapter of 
Log Cabin Republicans, a group of GOP members who support equality for 
gays and lesbians. MIKE JOHNSON photo 
Humphreys interned for two 
state senators at the state 
Capitol, which increased his 
passion for politics, he said. 
Also, he said he was a consul-
tant on more than a dozen cam-
paigns in 2010, and has lobbied 
for personal rights at the Capitol 
every year for the last decade. 
"I looked at every aspect 
in my life and figured out 
where I fit on the spectrum. I 
found I was very conservative," 
Humphreys said. "I have voted 
for Libertarians and Democrats. 
I've never voted on a straight-
party ticket." 
LCR members "believe in 
limited government, strong 
national defense, free markets, 
low taxes, personal responsibil-
ity and individual liberty/ their 
website states. 
"I don't just talk about 
same-sex issues because being 
gay doesn't define all of me," 
Humphreys said. "I talk about 
other political issues." 
The fundamental unit 
of society is the family, 
•) See LOG CABIN, Page 2 
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Speaker explains ties between politics and education 
BY NATASHA BODILY 
assistant features editor 
Emeritus USU Professor Richard Knight 
spoke to students in the TSC Feb. 9 about 
the interactions between politics and 
education. 
To create awareness about the relation-
ship between government and education, 
USU's Government Relations Council 
brought Knight to campus as part of 
Education Week. The week is hosted by the 
Emma Eccles Jones College of Education 
and Human Services. Other events during 
the week included speed dating, an ice 
cream social, a spelling bee and a carnival. 
Before the event, Knight, a member 
of the Cache County School Board of 
Education, said, "One of the reasons I ran 
for the school board is to practice what I 
was preaching." 
As an educator, Knight said he taught at 
various high schools including Mountain 
Crest High School in Hyrum. He has 
enjoyed his career, even though educators 
don't have high-paying salaries, he said. 
Running for the board was an inexpen-
sive process, Knight said, and said one of 
the best way to make a difference is to join 
a school board. 
'.'I've run twice and have maybe spent 50 
bucks on signs," he said. 
After Knight spoke to the audience about 
his role as a teacher, as well as his ideas 
about education and curriculum, he turnt:d 
to the audience for questions. 
EMERITUS PROFESSOR RICHARD KNIGHT spoke about education and politics in the TSC International Lounge. The speech was part of Education 
Week, presented by the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education and Human Services. Mil<£ JOHNSON photo 
When asked about the speculation that 
tenure may be eliminated for university 
professors, Knight said it was a bad idea. 
protection," he said. "Tenure is crucial to research and publications. 
and should also be a part of community Cache County is growing with nearly 
colleges." 16,000 students, Knight said. The county 
Knight said the tenure process at USU will be in need of a new high school soon, 
"We're constantly growing and need to 
find ways to fund these schools," Knight 
said. 
Schools in the U.S. are funded by proper-
"Colleges and universities need some is quite rigorous, involving six years of he said, but it requires 40 acres and a large 
teaching, good reviews, and contributions sum of money. See TAXPAYER, Page 3 
From Page 1 
Log Cabin Republicans advocate involvement 
Humphreys said, but family can 
be defined as any number of 
bonds that influence a person, 
whether it's blood relatives or 
friends. 
"Every choice we make 
impacts someone else, and 
harming others isn't something 
I want to do," he said. "Ideology 
is about protecting someone and 
Becca Jo Pechin, a member of 
the College Republicans, said she 
thinks Humphreys' message was 
positive. 
"As a conservative, you don't 
have to feel certain ways and 
Humphreys broke the stereotype," 
Pechin said. 
----------------------------------------
'Ambush, provide 360 cover' 
• self-interest. If I know someone 
is going to vote for something 
that'll harm me, I don't vote for 
them." 
During the discussion, 
Humphreys encouraged students 
to get more involved in politics, 
and said he is a political "junkie." 
He said there is no way to 
understand politics without being 
involved. Black said the College 
Republicans wanted to broaden 
the scope of the GOP. 
"A lot of people don't know 
"The more of us that are 
involved, the more influence 
• • about the Log Cabin Republicans. 
we have," he said. "And if you're 
going to be involved, be involved 
all the way. Being involved is 
about setting the course of your 
own life, or do you want to have 
someone dictate it for you?" 
0 
We wanted James here to explain 
that you can be gay and still be 
a Republican," Black said. "And 
he provided an open dialogue 
with people who both agree and 
disagree with that." - cnmoffitt@gmail.com 
STUDENTS ATTENDING PIZZA AND POLITICS Feb. 9 discussed 
conservatism and homosexuality with James Humphreys, a representative of the 
Log Cabin Republicans. Mil<£ JOHNSON photo 
a ~I 
ARMY ROTC CADETS RAN AMBUSH drills Thursday with a group of journalism students who provided an 
additional element of unpredictability for the scenario. All of this was part of an interdisciplinary activity organized by 
USU's Army ROTC and assistant Professor Matt La Plante of the journalism department. D. WHITNEY SMITH photo 
•,From Page 1 
Donation will help revamp career services 
program now has the resources to expand. 
"Through the career accelerator program I got an intern-
ship with one of my dream jobs," Allred said. "I grew up on 
a farm and always wanted to work with agriculture manu-
facturing. The internship is with AGCO, and Ron Godfrey, 
who is one of the career accelerators ... encouraged me to 
interview with this job place." 
The main goal of the center is to help students transition 
smoothly from coursework to internships to job placement, 
Allred said. 
A senior majoring in human resource management 
and international business, Becky Kelley, said she owes 
her most recent job offer from Management and Training 
Corporation to the help she received from career accelera-
tors. More students will have the opportunity for internship 
and job placement with the growth of the business school's 
career services, she added. 
"It will be especially good for students looking for a 
one-stop (place for help)," Kelley said. "It will create less 
confusion and be good for all those people working in the 
same office together." 
Usually, constructing new programs takes years from 
the initial idea to execution, Patel said, so this idea to create 
a better career development center is happening rather 
quickly. 
Patel said the integration of services in the career center 
will give students a more personalized experience. 
"The student can see the process between meeting with 
an academic adviser about what classes to take (and) a 
meeting with a career coach," Patel said. "We are essentially 
building a relationship with that student, so we know that 
person as an individual. The end goal is truly for that stu-
dent to feel like they have mentors at the school." 
- catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu 
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Social media lets brands reach customers 
BY-STEVE KENT 
news editor 
Social media is changing 
the way companies interact 
with customers, said Natalie 
Warde!, social media direc-
tor for KSL News during 
the Taste of PR Dinner 
Wednesday. 
"You probably didn't 
start (your Facebook profile) 
thinking, Tm going to inter-
act with brands,"' Warde) 
said. 
news reporters and wait for 
a newspaper article to be 
published, she said. 
Now, representatives can 
bypass the newsroom and 
interact directly with poten 
tial customers through sites, 
such as Facebook, Twitter 
and Pinterest, she said. 
"You can go out there 
and you can create a Twitter 
account," Warde! said. "You 
can reach your fans on 
Facebook ... you don't need 
to wait for that front-page 
story." 
about the industry that we're 
gomg into," Warde! said. "I 
can only imagine •- with the 
economy being as stellar as it 
is now -- that there's not that 
kind of feeling." 
The rise of social media 
may mean more work for 
public relations representa-
tives, but it also means more 
jobs, Warde! said. When 
"There's information for 
everrone, because we invited 
so many different fields, 
from business marketing. 
social media•- all of those," 
Berryhill said. "I just want 
everyone to walk away with 
the feeling that they learned 
something new and that is 
\'t-as worth their time." 
like Vivint and local compa-
nies, she said. 
"BYU is holding a confer-
ence the weekend before 
us and their cost is $50 for 
PRSSA students ... ours is 
only $20," Berryhill said. 
Carolee McMullin is a 
local business owner and 
sponsor for the conference. 
.McMullin said good public 
relations representatives are 
important for companies 
that want a presence on 
social media sites. On the other hand, public 
relations representatives do 
create accounts on Facebook 
anii Twitter to reach poten-
Lilcustomers. Good public 
re tions atpl'eseQtatives 
Social media also helps 
public relations representa-
tives prove their efforts are 
paying off for the companies 
that hire them, Warde! said 
she left her position as 
marketing coordinator for 
San Diego's transit system, 
she said the system offrice 
created two jobs to carry on 
the social media campaign 
she started. 
The upcoming public 
relations conference should 
appeal to students study-
ing communications, said 
Jackie Berryhill, director of 
the Vivint Mountain West 
Public Relations Conference 
Committee. 
The conference will take 
place March 1-3 at the Eccles 
Conferem:e Center. This is 
the 4th year the USU chapter 
of PRSSA will host the con-
ference. The cost to attend 
the conference for all three 
days is $20 for PRSSA mem-
bers, $35 for other students 
and $95 for professionals. 
"As a company, it's vital," 
McMullin said. "You could 
not get your message out 
there and let people know 
what you're doing in social 
media if you didn't have 
someone." w k hard to~ those on ine interacdollS'positive 
fo the consumer, Warde) 
said. 
"You can't prove or 
show that someone read an 
article," Warde! said. 
Last year, one of the main 
complaints students had 
about the conference was 
"A relationship that you 
feel you have with the brand 
... should be carefully cre-
ated, carefully maintained 
by public relations in a 
company," Wardel said. 
Social media has built-in 
measures of popularity, such 
as Facebook "likes" or fol-
lowers on Twitter that help 
public relations representa-
tives prove their message is 
reaching potential cu~tom-
ers. Online surveys about 
the cost, Berryhill said. This 
year, directors tried to lower 
the price through sponsors 
- steve.kent@aggimai/.usu. 
edu 
Warde) was the keynote 
speaker at the Taste of PR 
Dinner, a promotion for the 
upcoming Vivint Mountain 
West Public Relations 
Conference held by USU 
public relations program and 
the Public Relations Student 
Society of America. 
a brand's image are easier 
to organize through social 
media and representatives 
can show companies when a 
brand's image improves. 
The field of public rel 
ations has changed focus 
over the past decade, from 
getting publicity for a 
company through news 
media to building a brand's 
image through social media, 
Wardel said. Public relations 
representatives formerly had 
to write press releases, call 
Warde! graduated from 
USU in 2006 with a bach-
elor's degree in print and 
broadcast journalism. At this 
time, many students weren't 
optimistic about employ-
ment opportunities in com-
munications fields, but that 
outlook may be improving, 
Wardel said. 
"When I was graduating 
it was total doom and gloom 
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENTS mingled with professionals and other students in their field 
at the Taste of PR dinner Wednesday. The dinner was a preview of the Vivint Mountain West Public 
Relations Conference to be held March 1-3. KIMBERLY SHORTS photo 
►)from Page 1 
Mardi Gras celebration uses funds raised from HOWL 
The festivities will run from 8 p.rn. to 1 a.m., 
and the casino will be moved to the Fieldhouse 
where professional dealers from Wasatch 
Casino ~y fill run the r~bles, rath~r-than 
THE MARDI GRAS CELEBRATION last year 
cost $25,000. Event coordinators said this year·s cel-
ebration will cost less. File photo 
• From Page 2 
students. 
Hansen said he feels it is a bonus to have 
dealers, so students don't have to teach them-sd'iw to do the job. 
~•• I set it if it was worth the money or 
n~ lt comes down to it," Hansen said. "I 
th: fr\: 1l will be for those that go and enjoy the 
casino,but we'll see." 
Larsen said a local jazz band will play at the 
casino, and a French horn quartet and march-
ing bands will play music throughout the TSC. 
The decorations, specifically in the 
Fieldhouse, are new this year, Larsen said. 
"I don't want to give away too much, but 
it will look really neat -- give it a cool atmo-
sphere," he said. 
On Feb. 10 at noon, a parade will be held 
in the Hub to promote the event. Hansen said 
students can dress as a parade float or Mardi 
Gras character, spending no more than $20 
on their costume, for a chance to win prizes 
from Dining Services. The first 10 students to 
register will win $10 gift cards to any dining 
service. Another prize is a 25-block meal plan 
card, estimated to be worth $170, Hansen said. 
Students must register for the contest by send-
ing an email to kellen.hansen@gmail.com. 
"Obviously, our job here is to plan fun 
activities for students: Larsen said. "If stu-
dents come and they have a good time, then I'm 
happy. That's our job." 
Those who are not students are encouraged 
to attend the event, though they will have to 
par $10 at the door and show identification to 
prove their age, Hansen said. 
- ariwrees@gmaU.com 
More taxpayer funding is needed to help educators 
ty and income tax, he said. Cache County has 
many children in school and a small tax base. 
He said funding for education more through 
income tax would help schools. 
"I'd like to see a small added tax for school 
funding," he said. 
Another important improvement in educa-
tion is improving the curriculum for math-
ematics, science and engineering, Knight said. 
"Students will know more math facts and 
the inquiry of how math works," he said. 
"I think schools should demand more and 
students should be encouraged to be more 
C:onscientious." 
A typical kid spends hours using techno-
logical media and only a few minutes reading. 
Students do learn through technology, but he 
said reading should be more of a priority. 
Utah is currently one of the Top 10 states in 
SAT and ACT test scores, he said. 
Who could use an 
grant? 
~ ' . (: ' t/ RESFARCH,a1 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
UtahSllllaUnivet'Sity 
After teaching at Mountain Crest High 
School he taught at UCLA for a time before 
becoming a social worker, Knight said. He said 
this experience gave him a good idea of what 
inner-city schools were like. Catholic schools 
were the best inner-city schools, he said. 
When students are raised in these cities, he 
said, there is often a mindset ofliving in the 
present and not worrying about the future by 
studying and saving. 
The No Child Left Behind Act started by 
President George W. Bush Jr., had good inten-
tions, Knight said, but didn't do much good. 
"They put in place a lot of tests and assess-
ments for students. If enough students didn't 
pass, the school was put on probation," Knight 
said. 
Ultimately, this didn't increase funding, but 
stigmatized schools, he said. He also said pay 
for Utah teachers is too low, starting at about 
SENIOR 
THESIS 
$33,000, Knight said. 
"These teachers haven't had raises in four 
years," he said. 
When Knight raised the issue of unemploy-
ment rates for some minorities, audience 
member and USU student, Richard Orcutt, 
said one cause could be a lack of parental 
support. 
The "Big Six" characteristics of a good 
teacher are "intelligence, conscientiousness, 
openness, extrovert personalities, agreeable-
ness and stability," he said. 
"Being a teacher is verr satisfying and 
gratif)'ing," Knight said. "You feel-like you're 
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Briefs· 
Campus & Community 
Culture program 
accepts cadets 
Eight lJSU students were 
recently accepted to participate in 
the Cultural Understanding and 
Foreign Language Proficiency pro-
gram (CULP)- an effort by the 
U.S. Army to teach its future lead-
ers cultural sensitivity and foreign 
language proficiency. Cadets may 
teach English, help train foreign 
military teams or perform service 
with a non-governmental agency in 
strategic and developing nations. 
They coordinate with the U.S. 
Embassies to help fill local areas of 
need. 
As the world rontinues to 
become increasingly globalized 
and interconnected. businesses. 
universities and government agen-
cies have responded by encourag-
ing interdisciplinary work to solve 
complex problems. So has the U.S. 
Army. Today's military leaders 
must be capable of operating in 
interagency. intergovernmental, 
multinational environments. CULP 
was established in 2006 to help 
cadets learn the cultural skills they 
need to be better, more confident 
leaders on the ground. 
"Soldiers are not just trigger 
pullers anymore, we are diplomats," 
said Major Matthew Badel, head of 
the department of military science 
at USU. 
Utah Transportation 
Center receives funds 
The Utah Transportation 
Center, housed in the College of 
Engineering at USU, has been 
awarded $550,000 to help the state 
and the country with transportation 
needs. 
The United States is faced with 
an aging infrastructure, and that 
problem is coupled with limited fis-
cal means to meet these demands. • 
The funding to USU will be used to 
support student-based research to 
find innovative ways to address the 
need to find solutions for state as 
well as national issues. 
Three engineering professors 
will be involved in the project: Paul 
Barr, an associate professor of civil 
and environmental engineering and 
director of the Utah Transportation 
Center, assistant professor Kevin 
Heaslip, and professor Marvin 
Halling. 
"We have a great working rela-
tionship with the Utah Department 
of Transportation and will actively 
look for ways to use it to help them 
build and manage our infrastruc-
ture," Barr said. 
USDOT invests in the future 
of transportation through its 
University Transportation Centers 
Program, which awards grants 
to universities across the U.S. to 
advance state-of-the-art transporta-
tion research and develop the next • : 
generation of transportation profes-· • 
sionals. -! 
---------::1 ClarifyCorrect ... 
The policy ofThc Utah Statesman is • 
to correct any error made as soon as 
possible. If you find something you 
would like clarified or find in error, : • 
please contact the editor at 797-1742, :! 
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu or 
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.The Quigleys are one big happy family 
BY DAVID THOMAS 
staff writer 
There is a 25-passenger bus parked behind 
the Quigley residence with a camper trailer 
attached. The back yard is full of boxes built 
up from dozens of trips to Sam's Club and the 
hundreds of bulk items the Quigley family 
purchased. Several parked bikes sit on the front 
porch, and dozens of toys and stuffed animals 
line the living room. 
Alicia and Jim Quigley had five of their own 
children. However, after watching a "20/20" 
wecial about the conditions of orphanages in 
Romania, the couple knew they had to adopt a 
1::hild. 
"I was five months pregnant when I saw the 
'20/20' (special) ... I just absolutely knew we 
bad a child in Romania," Alicia said. 
Jim said he and his wife started their 
research to find out what it would take to bring 
a Romanian child home and away from the 
poor living conditions. He said they were able 
to contact other families who had recently been 
to Romania and had adopted children. 
"These families gave us a list of things we 
should bring to help the process along," Jim 
said. "We went to Sam's Club and bought a 
full cartful of cigarettes and coffee, and I had 
suitcases full of it." 
Alicia said Jim went to Romania and spent 
two-and-a-half weeks in search of a child so 
their daughter Kilee could have friend. After 
two weeks of searching the family found its 
first adopted child, Jordan. From there it took 
five more weeks before they could take their 
new daughter home with them, Jim said. 
The coffee and cigarettes were used for 
leverage in situations in which Jim's translator 
would have to bribe an official, including when 
it came time to get a passport for the adopted 
child. 
ALICIA AND JIM QUIGLEY adopted 17 children with either mental or physical handicaps after having five biological children. The Quigley family is plan-
ning a road trip soon to New York. Photo courtesy of Alida Quigley 
"The translator took the guy aside and gave 
~im a carton of cigarettes, and the guy said, 
'OK, 20 minutes,'" Jim said. 
either physical or mental handicaps, and, in 
some cases, the children have both. Including 
biological offspring, Jim and Alicia Quigley 
have 22 children. 
works as the family's nanny. She works full-
time and does it all without the full use of her 
right arm, which was amputated just below the 
elbow, Alicia said. 
Nona said the job is boring sometimes. In 
addition to her job helping the family, she is 
engaged and planning her May wedding. 
Raising all of these children is not as hectic 
as it may sound, Alicia said. 
"It was a system that was just horribly cor-
rupt,'' Alicia said. 
Because of the children's specific needs, the 
family employs a full-time nursing service that 
is in their home seven days a week, nine hours 
a day. The Quigleys also hired two certified 
nursing assistants and a full-time nanny, Alicia 
said. 
Nona said many of her responsibilities 
include caring for the children's medical The Quigley's are not alone in the number 
of children they added to their family, Alicia 
said. There are more than 10 other families in 
Utah with 20-plus children - the majority of 
which have been adopted. 
When they brought Jordan home from 
Romania, he was 11 months old and weighed 
16 pounds, Jim said. 
needs. The day-to-day requirements include 
everything from distributing medication to 
applying tracheotomies, and she said almost all 
her training comes from on-the-job experience. 
Since adopting Jordan, Jim and Alicia have 
adopted 16 other children - the most recent 
child was adopted in May. 
Alicia said all of the adopted children have 
Their daughter, Nona, was the first 
internationally adopted child in their family, 
originally from the Republic of Georgia, Alicia 
said. 
"We have 50 meds we do every single day, 
sometimes four times a day," Alicia said. 
"They need to be showered, dressed, (take) 
meds, fed, and' on that bus at 7 o'clock in the 
Alicia said none of the children in her fam-
ily were put there by accident. Each child the 
Quigley's adopted is special. 
See QUIGLEY, Page 5 She is also one of the oldest children and morning." 
For those who drink, moderation is key 
BY NATASHA BODILY 
assistant features editor 
USU has a zero-tolerance policy for underage drinking, but once 
students are of age, university policy is recommended they follow 
specific guidelines to drink moderately and safely. 
Ryan Barfuss, prevention specialist for the Student Wellness 
Center, teaches the zero-one-two-three guidelines to stay at low risk 
for health complications later in life, such as cirrhosis of the liver. 
He said those who are underage, pregnant, working or designated 
driver should not drink - the zero guidline. 
"There are certain times and places where you shouldn't drink," 
Barfuss said. "I want students or anyone else to stay away from the 
health and impairment risks of alcohol." 
By drinking only one alcoholic beverage or less an hour - the one 
guideline - he said students stay at a low risk for health risks. 
"The body processes a half ounce of alcohol in an hour," he said. 
A half ounce of alcohol is a U-ounce beer, 5 ounces of wine or half an 
ounce of hard liquor, such as whiskey and vodka. 
Barfuss said people should drink no more than two drinks in a setting 
and no more than three in a day. 
"I think people should be respectful of others no matter what their 
choices are," said Kristen Brough, who studies social work at USU but 
is currently taking a semester a off. "I think it is more wise to wait till 
you are the legal age." 
Brough said she doesn't drink but thinks it is a personal choice for 
those who choose to, and nobody should be pressured. 
Amanda Roman, a University of Utah graduate with a degree 
in environmental and sustainability studies, said she grew up with 
parents who let her drink a glass of wine during the holidays and also 
taught her how to be responsible while drinking. 
"I feel like growing up in Utah, (the culture) labels drinking as 
taboo and that those who drink are bad, unsuccessful and make poor 
decisions," Roman said. "Instead of projecting that image, we should 
focus on teaching kids how to be responsible. We should at least 
educate them on how to be safe." 
HEREDITY IS A LARGE FACTOR in the development of alcohol addictions. Ryan Barfuss. prevention specialist at 
the Stu den Wellness Center, said underage students are often sent to his office after being ticketed. MIKE JOHNSON photo 
illustration 
Vanessa Hardman said she doesn't drink, but alcohol is readily acces-
sible for her. When she was a freshman at USU, Hardman said she had 
no idea how easily she could've found alcohol if she had the desire. 
"I was really naive," said Hardman, a USU alumna who majored 
in entrepreneurship. "I just figured it was against the law, so it didn't 
happen." 
Later her roommate introduced her to the local college party scene 
- something she was not accustomed to - and she was surprised at 
the amount of drinking she witnessed, she said. 
"I was amazed at how prevalent drinking - especially underage 
drinking - was," she said. 
Hardman said she thinks many students go through college not 
realizing how accessible alcohol is, but she also said if students want to 
ignore it they would never know, or need to know. 
USU has made headlines in the past for its actions taken against 
students and organizations who violate campus alcohol-consumption 
rules. 
Underage and high-risk drinking are a common problem, despite 
USU's dry-campus policy, according to the university's website. 
''If you are of age and choose to drink moderate amounts of alcohol 
responsibly, it can contribute to your social experience," the USU 
website states. 
Fraternities and sororities often receive criticism for having alcohol 
at their events - including an October 2011 underage-drinking 
incident that led to the hospitalization of a 17-year-old girl for alcohol 
poisoning. The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was also suspended for a 
while. 
In 2008, USU student Michael Starks died from alcohol poisoning 
while rushing the now-defunct Sigma Nu fraternity. Chi Omega, a 
former USU sorority, was also dissolved after the incident because 
some of its members were implicated in the buying and supplying of 
the vodka that killed the 18-year-old. 
Some students don't have a problem with other students drinking, 
such as Brianna Peterson. 
"However, I don't agree with it if it starts becoming a problem to 
others," she said. • 
When students get drunk at parties and vandalize or hurt someone, 
Peterson said drinking does become a problem. She also said she 
disagrees with underage drinking. 
"I don't think it's a good idea for anyone under 21," she said. "I've 
heard your brain super slows down or stops developing if you start 
drinking seriously under 21, and that it will cause multiple problems 
for the rest of your life." 
Peterson said she has read studies that state the parts of the brain that 
control reason and rationality aren't fully developed until about 21 
years old. 
"I don't think anyone under 21 can really understand the potential 
risks of drinking before they're about 21," she said. 'J\..nd I don't think 
anyone should make a stupid decision causing lasting effects while 
See ALCOHOL, Page 5 
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! £~~!!2! means zero tolerance 
' college - for those who are 
old enough - is part of the 
experience. 
"I say go for it," Peterson said. 
Other students are adamantly 
against alcohol consumption. 
"It doesn't make very much 
sense to go to school to learn and 
then drink alcohol to kill their 
brain cells on the weekend," 
said Chandler Copenhaver, a 
sophomore majoring in business 
at Weber State University. 
Along with alcohol's negative 
effects, he said, he feels any 
addiction is bad for a student. 
Copenhaver said he has wit-
' nessed fellow students who miss 
class because of their addiction 
problems. 
Barfuss said students who get 
in trouble on or off campus are 
often sent to him for an assess-
ment. He said students cited for 
underage drinking get a minor 
in possession ticket and usually 
have to go to court, get a proba-
tion officer and go to counseling 
or classes. 
"The majority of students here 
at Utah State who drink do not 
experience alcohol addictions," 
he said. 
Family history can play a 
huge role in developing alcohol 
addiction or alcoholism, Barfuss 
added. 
FREE to Students! 
www.utahstatesman.com 
"If you have a relative who has 
alcoholism, you are four times as 
likely to develop those habits," he 
said. 
Surprise Your Sweetheart! 
UNDERAGE STUDENTS, PREGNANT WOMEN 
- natashabodily@gmail.com and designated drivers shouldn't drink alcoholic beverages. 
~ 
One alcoholic beverage should be consumed in an hour, two 
in one setting and three in a day. MIKE JOHNSON photo illus-
tration 
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; Quigley family moves"'forward after loss 
"I knew each one of my terminally ill with a genetic 
children was mine," Alicia mutation known as Rett 
said. "This is not an institu- Syndrome, which eventually 
tion. This is our family." led to her death. 
While Alicia volunteers "She would pass out 
with the family, Jim drives probably 10-15 times a day," 
every day from Mantua Alicia said. 
to Salt Lake City for work The Kaysville Police 
where he has a full-time job Department investigated 
designing computers for Claire's death, which Alicia 
airplanes. He said the long said was treated similar to a 
car ride is therapeutic. homicide case. 
The Quigley family is in Kilee Quigley, a cur-
planning stages to remodel rent USU student, and 
their house and make it one of Alicia and Jim's 
more accessible for their biological children, said 
children's diverse needs. The she remembers the police 
remodel will cost between walking down the halls of 
$10,000 and $20,000, Alicia their house, taking photos 
said. The goal is to create of their recently deceased 
more spacious living areas sister in front of the other 
on the ground floor and children without regard to 
have a fully-functioning the emotional trauma they 
bathroom. were experiencing. 
The family was denied "They went from room 
by Extreme Home Makeover to room. They didn't ask 
and are now in the process -- they just went," Kilee said. 
of raising the funds them- "They didn't have a warrant. 
selves, reaching out to the But we were all 16, what 
Make a Wish Foundation. were we supposed to do?" 
"We're worried about Jim and Alicia hurried to 
how much it's going to cost," the hospital to see Claire as 
Alicia said. soon as they received news 
They were audited in from the hospital that she 
2011, which has taken a year had passed away, Jim said. 
to process, Jim said. "They (the police) even 
''Everybody who claimed sent a cop to the hospital," 
adoption expenses got Alicia said. 
audited this year," Alicia Alicia said she remembers 
said. looking at Claire's body at 
Alicia said nobody knows the hospital while she said 
or cares about the difficul- the police officer sat in the 
ties the government places room, staring at them. 
on families in their situa- One of the children who 
tion. Their family has had was most heavily questioned 
a variety of difficulties to by the police developed 
work through without added schizophrenia soon after-
stress from the government, ward, she said, and only 
even tragedy, she said. recently started to recover 
Claire Qui le was from a fear of police officers 
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and emergency vehicle 
sirens. 
"It went on for a year and 
a half, and it was horrible," 
Alicia said. 
At the end of the case all 
the charges were dropped, 
Alicia said. 
"We thought a little while 
about suing the police, 
because we don't want it to 
happen again either, but I 
don't know that my heart 
could take anymore from 
them," Alicia said. 
The Quigley family has 
called Mantua home for a 
year and a half, and is trying 
to put the Kaysville police 
incident behind them, Alicia 
said. The family is focusing 
on more positive events 
that will bring their family 
together, including planning 
a vacation. 
"This summer we are 
packing the whole family 
that is living at home in the 
bus, and we are driving to 





91 N. Main j 752-3155 
Come check out our 
reasonable prices 
on lunch and dinner 
menus. Also ask about 
our daily specials! 
r------, 
1 t~w 91 N. Mam 1 752-5155 ""'",,,, 
1 Free Entree 1 
lwith purchase of an entree & 2 drinks I Good until March 1-31-12 
L 
Not valid for buffets. .I ------
Valentine's Day Special! 
Spend $99 or more on a piece of 
jewelry and you will receive: 
@Dinner for Two 
0 Chocolates 
@Flowers 
How cool is that? Jewelry, Dinner, Chocolates 
and Flowers for just $99 (plus tax). 
S.E.Needham 
jewelers s nee 1896 
Where Utah Gets Engaged! 
141 North Main • www.seneedham.com • 435-752-7149 
¼ W/sB!!fo't 
February 14 rrom 5 - 9:30 pm 
• Prime Rib • Chicken Louie 
• Sweet & Sour Fish • Salmon 
• BlueBird Chicken • Soda 
• Dutch Oven Potatoes • SaladBar 
• Shrimp Cocktail • Dessert Bar 
$17.99 
Seniors 10% off 
Kids (Age 4-10) $12.99 
We do all banquets 
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Just in case you missed "The Notebook," "Dear John" 
or "A Walk to Remember," you can play catchup this 
weekend by watching "The Vow.'' In fact, you may never 
need to watch a11other chic~flick again. The plot of this 
movie looks incredibly original - heavy on the sarcasm. 
A newlywed couple gets in a car crash, sending the 
young wife (Rachel McAdams) into a coma. The remain-
ing two hours of the film show her husband (Channing 
Tatum) trying to ~n her devotion back. I love a good 
Nicholas Sparks film that leaves you feeling like your sig-
nificant other will die, vanish or forget you after the movie 
is over. Definitely a Valentine's DaYflick. 
I'm simply blown away by Tatum's ability to speak with-
out words in this movie. In fact, I think he's uttered a total 
of six words in every single movie he's been in - empha-
sis on the uttered. McAdams doesn't do much better, but 
at least her acting can be blamed on memory loss. 
I recommend this movie to three groups of people: 
single women1 males with very angry females in their lives 
and those, who like McAdmas, are in a coma. That way, 
they won't be able to tell how terrible the acting really is 
jn this movie. I pre-emptively vote to skip this movie and 
yersonally donate the money I would have spent to get 




'The Hunger Games' 
I first must admit I have not yet read the "Hunger 
Games" series. After picking up my roommate's copy 
last fall and read about four pages, I realized I would 
become too emotionally traumatized to read about 
children fighting to the death in a post-apocalyptic 
nightmare. 
I also had heard rumor the children were cannibals 
- false - and I definitely couldn't stomach the thought 
of it. Now that I'm a more hardened individual - and 
since I've seen the movie traHer - I am much more 
inclined to read the books. A part of me wanted to 
resist the sensational series, as I wish I had resisted 
another recent book-turned-into-cheesy-barf-worthy-
movie series - cough ... "Twilight," cough. But it looks 
as if this young-adult story holds a thicker and more 
intense plot-line. Even though I haven't read the books 
yet, I was sucked into the two-and-a-half minute clip. 
We immediately see Katniss, played by Jennifer 
Lawrence, taking her sister Primrose's place in the 
Hunger Games event. It looks like Katniss is a kick-ass 
fighter ninja when we see her shoot an arrow straight 
to the center of a bullseye. And though there was some 
man-candy, I didn't see eyes gazing in a field of daisies 
with a tinkering piano in the background. Also, for the 
men out there, Jennifer Lawrence is one hot killer-girl. 
"Hunger Games" looks like a hearty, action-packed 
film, and I pr~emptively recommend it. The inevitable 
hit will land in theaters March 23. 
- natashabodily@gmail.com 
Friday, Feb. 10, 2012 
'The Phantom Menace 
3-D' 
I like "Star Wars" as much or more than the next per-
son, but last time I saw Episode I in theaters was when I 
was 10. Now it's being released again in 3-D, but really 
it's just a scheme to get more money - just like releasing 
the special edition, DVD, Blu-Ray, etc. 
For those of you who by some heretical child raising 
have never seen "Star Wars," let me fill you in. Born of 
of George Lucas' genius, episodes IV, V and VI were 
released when our parents were still impressionable. 
Basically, it's your typical knight-in-shining-armor story 
- only in space. Episodes IV, V and VI are about Luke 
Skywalker's quest to <;lefeat the evil galactic empire -
which he does. Episodes I, II and Ill were mostly created 
in the 2000s and are all about how Luke's dad, Anakin 
Skywalker, becomes the evil Darth Vader and helps build 
the empire his boy destroys. 
Episode I is widely regarded as the worst of the 
six movies; but hey, it's still pretty OK in my opinion. 
It's hard to go wrong with Samuel L. Jackson, Ewan 
McGregor and Liam Neeson all Cj3st as good guys. Plus, 
you've got awesome lightsaber duels with Darth Maui's 
double-bladed saber-staff, massive army battles with 
robots and aliens, spaceship battles and futuristic chariot 
racing. 
I've seen this movie a bazillion times, and I pre-emp-
tively predict this movie will add a whole new dimension 
of mediocrity beyond the original 2-D version. 
- tavin.stucki@aggiemail.-usu.edu 
The pre-emptive critics write knee-jerk analyses of upcoming films based solely on hearsay, advance 
publicity and - most importantly - movie trailers. They have not yet seen the movies. 
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A movie about whales -
How good could that be, 
right? That's what I was think-
ing, but I was actually enter-
tained. 
"Big Miracle" is a film 
based on the true story of 
a small family of whales 
trapped under the ice of the 
ocean in northern Alaska 
and the efforts of the lead-
er of Green Peace (Drew 
Barrymore) to help free 
them. 
A small-town report-
er, Adam Carlson (John 
Krasinski), is wrapping up his 
project in northern Alaska, 
where 30 degrees would be 
considered warm. He dis-
covers three whales trapped 
under the ice. His ex-girl-
friend just happens to be 
the Green Peace leader and 
immediately gets involved. 
Within days, everyone knew 
about the trapped family and 
wanted to be a part of it. 
I] Persian Peacock - Friend us for sales and special offers. 
The whole world was 
glued to the television, watch-
ing what would happen next 
to the whales, named after 
:summer 
2012 






An excellent chance to explore job opportunities and 
meet employers from camps, resorts, parks and on-
campus. 
Many employers interview the day of the fair! 
"Big Mirade" 
Grade: A 
Flintstones characters, in 
1988. I was completely glued 
to the movie-theater screen 
learning about it for the first 
time. 
Often, l think that's the 
only way people learn any-
thing these days - via TV 
or movies. So, kudos to the 
film industry for taking this 
intriguing story and turning it 
into entertainment. 
I honestly thought I 
would be disappointed; but 
my roommate thought that 
if there are big-time actors, 
that it has to be good. This 
isn't necessarily true, but I 
get what she is saying. In 
fact, if smaller films spent 
most of their money paying a 
big-time actor, odds are they 
will make profit just because 
people will be curious what 
kind of a movie that person 
is in. For this 'film it worked. 
Unfortunately, the so-called 
big:time actors weren't any-
thing special. 
Drew Barrymore did well, 
but she often is typecast 
into these roles where she is 
constantly complaining and 
whining. It wasn't bad act-
ing whatsoever, it just wasn't 
anything I haven't already 
seen. I love John Krasinski, 
though. He is charming in 
every movie and TV show I 
have see him in. I don't care 
if he is just playing himself. 
He is just adorable. Is that a 
double standard? Probably, 
but I am not attracted to 
Drew Barrymore. 
Kristen Bell is another 
name worth dropping. She 
portrayed this Barbie-doll-
esque news reporter with big 
hair and bright lip stick; it was 
the '80s after all. I have to 
hand it to her. She continues 
to surprise me. When I see 
her, for some reason, I can't 
take her seriously as an actor. 
But she really does depict 
each role quite well. I also 
just found out that she is the 
voice of "Gossip Girl." Neat. 
I was, for the most part, 
pleased with "Big Miracle." 
One of my biggest com-
plaints is that there were 
impatient toddlers constantly 
moving and making noise 
behind my chair, and that 
isn't a complaint about the 
filming, acting, special graph-
ics or directing. 
Ken Kwapis, director of 
"Big Miracle," made some 
good choices about this film 
in order to keep it true to 
the story. One of the most 
interesting moves the direc-
tor made was choosing to not 
show the actor's face play-
ing President Ronald Reagan. 
However, I do think they 
used actual recordings of the 
president thanking the Coast 
Guard for their help. 
Ken Kwapis also made 
some interesting choices 
with using actual footage 
of Larry King interviewing 
one of the characters but 
replaced one screen with the 
actor. Another good move 
was that, at the end, the audi-
ence was introduced to the 
real people involved with the 
whale story, as the credits 
were scrolling by. 
The Soviets were the only 
ones that had a vessel big 
enough and strong enough 
to crush through the ice to 
free the whales. The whales 
got scared of the roaring 
engines and swam away for 
a bit, so time was running out 
before the whales couldn't 
breathe anymore. You can 
see how I was completely 
enthralled in the story. 
Sometimes people tell me 
that the movies based off 
reality are not always good. 
This is true. On the other 
hand, sometimes they can 
surprise you. So, don't judge 
a movie by its title or even 
preview. "Big Miracle" was 
good and, not to mention, 
family friendly. I just suggest 
not seeing a matinee so all 
the little kids kicking your 
chair and asking if it's over 
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Hungarian professor an ~nglish expert 
BY KRISTI LAMBERT 
staff writer 
H6dmezovasarhely, or "a 
beaver meadow fair place," 
is the southeastern Hungary 
city Susan Nyikos calls her 
homeland. She dabbles in the 
arts, knows about vampire 
folklore, she's a hiker, a 
movie watcher, an expert 
in Hungarian folklore and 
literature, a Shakespearean 
enthusiast, a published poet 
and a teacher. 
''I'm going to teach you 
about irony. Look at me 
teaching you English," 
Nyikos, the Hungarian 
English lecturer, said. 
That is what Nyikos, who 
began studying English at 
13, said she tells many of her 
USU English classes. 
"I thoroughly, thoroughly 
enjoy working with words 
and understanding more 
about myself and humanity," 
she said. "That's why I love 
Shakespeare - he's all about 
humanity. I still feel like I 
have a long way to go with 
him, because I keep coming 
back, and I discover some-
thing new every semester." 
In her ninth year at USU, 
Nyikos said she counts herself 
as lucky to teach here. She 
said this is the longest time 
she has lived in one place 
since she left Hungary. 
Other than Utah and 
Hungary, Nyikos has lived in 
Germany, the Netherlands, 
Virginia and Pennsylvania, 
where she taught at York 
College. 
"The West is my favorite," 
Nyikos sai<l. "I love it here. 
It was like home, and it was 
my choice this time. I love the 
mountains and sagebrush. 
The people are very kinKrid. 
It has its charms and it's very 
hard to resist." 
Other than teaching gen-
eral English classes, Nyikos 
said she's found joy going in 
depth as she teaches various 
classes about English lit-
erature, Shakespeare and, in 
particular, Gothic literature. 
• "The ultimate thread 
that goes through the whole 
of Gothic literature is the 
uncanny, or the fear of the 
unknown," Nyikos said. "That 
is what really lurks at the bot-
tom of all these stories." 
In her perspectives in 
literature course, students 
read books like "Jekyll and 
Hyde," "Frankenstein" and 
"Dracula." 
"We started with the idea 
that it's just pure entertain-
ment - the mystery and 
darkness, the castle and dun-
geons, the evil characters and 
damsels in distress," Nyikos 
said. "We then look at how 
most of these external things 
become internal like 'Jekyll 
and Hyde."' 
Nyikos has also published 
poems in publications such 
as "The Wordriver," "Loose 
Leaves" and "Spilling Ink." 
This spring, she will be 
published in "Sugar House 
Review" and online literary 
magazine "Provo Orem 
Word." 
"I have been writing 
poems most of my life, but 
only for myself," Nyikos said. 
"As for all writers, my poems 
are inspired by my experi-
ences in different countries 
and states. Often, I feel over-
whelmed by the vastness of 
life and the world around me, 
but I remind myself of what 
Anne Lamotte said about 
writing: 'bird by bird."' 
Before Nyikos came to 
USU, she taught in a public 
school for five years after 
graduating from a Hungary 
university. 
"I think it boils down to 
this: A teacher's job is to help 
young people learn, no matter 
the circumstances," Nyikos 
said. 
Ricky Andersen, a junior 
majoring in Spanish and 
English as a second language 
(ESL) education, said he 
took Nyikos' understanding 
literature course his freshman 
year. 
"Susan cares about the 
personal progress of each of 
her students," Andersen said. 
Kendra Knoppel, a 
sophomore majoring in nurs-
ing, took English 2010 from 
Nyikos last semester, and said 
she was dreading the class 
because she disliked English, 
but she ended up loving it 
because of Nyikos' approach. 
"After the first day of class, 
I thought to myself, 'I don't 
think this is going to be too 
bad,'" Knoppel said. "I was 
able to write in my own way, 
with my own voice, and I 
wasn't criticized for using my 
. " own voice. 
Knoppel found Nyikos to 
be personable and helpful. 
"She knew us by name, 
and she was able to help us 
each individually," she said. 
"Something about her that 
was different than other 
professors I've had was she 
honestly cared about how we 
were doing in the class. If she 
was concerned she would pull 
you aside and ask what she 
could do to help." 
Emma Shoaf, a junior 
majoring in agricultural busi-
ness, also took English 2010 
from Nyikos. 
SUSAN NYIKOS HAS WORKED AT USU for nine years. She said this is the longest time she has lived in one place since she left 
Hungary where she's originally from. She teaches general English classes along with English and Gothic literature and Shakespeare. Nyikos 
has published poems in several publications. MIKE JOHNSON photo 
"I could see the passion Nyikos said she captures 
and love she had for writing her energy from her students, 
and reading," Knoppel said. but she was not always so 
"She put her whole self into outgoing. 
the class; she gave us 100 "When I was young, I was 
percent of herself. It was nice very shy - pathologically 
having a teacher who is truly shy," Nyikos said. "When I 
me that wanted to come to 
the surface. I taught myself 
to not hold back. It's kind of a 
self-discovery. I feel more like 
myself." 
Although Nyikos' job is 
lot in life. 
"Consider any and all 
experience in life as a learn-
ing opportunity," she said. "I 
think it helps." 
"It wasn't a boring English 
class where you sit and write 
all day," Shoaf said. "She had 
us freestyle write and talk 
with classmates and never 
wanted to waste a minute of 
class time. I think that just 
showed me how she viewed 
life - she never wanted to 
waste a minute of it, or let it 
go by with boring activities or 
learning." 
Knoppel also had good things 
to say about Nyikos. 
passionate about what she started teaching, I had to talk, 
does." and there was something in 
to teach, through her travels, 
experiences and zest for life, 
Nyikos said she has learned a 
- kristi.j.lambert@aggit 
email. usu. edq 
An Award for USU Employees & Students 
November Inspire Me Award 
Be Well: Eldene Jeppson 
Here's what a co-worker said about 
why Eldene should be noted for her well-
ness efforts: 
When I first met Eldene she was 
always sitting at her desk and could 
barely move. When the Sweetheart 
Challenge came around last year she 
didn't want to participate because she 
could only walk 500-1,500 steps per 
day. With a little encouragement she 
decided to do what she could. She 
didn't earn a prize, but did slowly 
increase her walking to where she was 
getting up to 3000 steps per day by 
the end of the cha,llenge. I lost con-
tact with her for a while, but went to 
see her right before the summer chal-
lenge started. She had slowly improved 
over the summer and was determined 
to continue improving. When the One 
Step at a Time challenge started she 
jumped right on it and has been trying 
her best since! She is determined to 
do this right, slowly and surely improv-
ing her health. From someone who 
could barely move and felt there was no 
use trying to someone who is improv-
ing each day and week this has been a 
huge inspiration to watch! 
Get Inspired. We can help. Join Team Wellness. 
Watch for more awards each month! 
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Of The Year! 
Super Savings On 
LTX AIP & LTX M/S2 
and every other Michelin tire in stock 
Outstanding Buys On 
BFGaodricli ----------1/IBS 
All Terrain T/AK0 
Mud Terrain T/AKM . 
All Custom So Much More Than A Tire Store 
Wheels In Stock 
TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE, INC. 
Logan 
885 North Main • 753-2412 
Providence 
Manufacturer's recomm d 
en ed retail price. 
110 S. Hwy 165 • 787-1844 
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SATURDAY, FEB. 11 
USU vs. New Mexico State, 1 p.m. 
in Spectrum 
TUESDAY, FEB, 14 
USU vs. Montana Tech, 7 p.m. 
Women,s Basketball 
SATURDAY, FEB. 11 
USU vs. New Mexico State, 3:30 
p.m. in Spectrum 
Hockey 
FRIDAY, FEB, 10 
USU vs. BYU, 7 p.m. in Eccles Ice 
Center 
SATURDAY, FEB. 11 
USU at Weber State, 7 p.m. 
Indoor Track 
FEB. 10-12 
Washington's Husky Classic, 
Seattle, Wash. 
Don Kirby Elite Invite, 
Albuquerque, N.M. 
Boise State Team Challenge, 
Boise, Idaho 
Gymnastics 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 




Pat Hicks Thunderbird Invitational, 
Cedar City 
Men,s Tennis 
SATURDAY, FEB. 11 
USU vs. Mesa State, 9 a.m., 
Sports Academy 
Lacrosse 
FRIDAY, FEB. 10 




1 Kentucky (63) 23-1 
2 Syracuse (2) 23-1 
3 Ohio State 20-3 
4 Missouri 21-2 
5 North Carolina 20-3 
6 Baylor 21-2 
7 Kansas 18-5 
8 Florida 19-4 
9 Murray State 23-0 
10 Duke 19-4 
11 Michigan State 18-5 
12 Georgetown 18-4 
13 San Diego State 20-3 
14 UNLV 21-4 
15 Florida State 16-6 
16 Saint Mary's 22-2 
17 Creighton 21-3 
18 Marquette 19-5 
19 Virginia 18,4 
20 Mississippi State 18-5 
21 Wisconsin 18-6 
22 Michigan 17-7 
23 Indiana 18-6 






Reed nearly records double-double 
in 77-63 win over Louisiana Tech 
BY TYLER HUSKINSON 
assistant sports editor 
USU forward Kyisean Reed 
tends to thrive against smaller 
teams, and he did just that 
against Louisiana Tech Thursday 
night. 
any type oflead in a first half, 
which featured five tied scores 
and seven lead changes. 
under five minutes remaining in 
the first half to tie the game at 29. 
Sophomore guard Preston Medlin 
led the Aggies in scoring with 22 
points and hit a jumper from the 
top of the arc to give USU the lead 
for good two minutes later. 
"It's not easy for us to win," 
Morrill said. "We just have to 
keep fighting to find a way to get 
wins." 
The junior scored 20 points -
16 in the first half - and pulled 
down nine rebounds to lead the 
Aggies over the Bulldogs 77-63 in 
the Dee Glen Smith Spectrum. 
"We needed a win in the worst 
way, obviously, so it was nice we 
did the things we had to do," said 
USU head coach Stew Morrill. 
Louisiana Tech came out fir-
ing from 3-point land - hitting 
four consecutive treys to begin 
the game - but USU stemmed 
the attack with offensive spurts 
of its own. The Aggies shot 5 
Pane had six assists, all of 
which came in the first half, and 
no turnovers to go with nine 
points on the night. 
"I thought Brockeith had a 
really good floor game," Morrill 
said. "I talked with him about 
how we can't have as many turn-
overs out of our guards. He goes 
six assists and no turnovers, and 
of 7 from 3-point range and 48 
percent overall in the first half. 
"I thought we guarded awfully 
well in the second half and got 
ourselves a comfortable margin. 
Obviously we shot the ball. There 
were quite a few phases of the 
game where we did a lot better 
tonight." 
"We wanted to come out 
tonight and make sure we got this 
win," Reed said. I thought that was key thing for 
us. Obviously Preston had a really 
good overall game, and Kyisean 
got loose for a while." 
A layup from senior guard 
Brockeith Pane gave the Aggies 
their largest lead of the first half 
at 11-6, four minutes into the half, 
but the Bulldogs kept things close 
the entire half. 
Reed did get loose in the 
second half. 
"I came out and got two fouls 
After dropping two difficult 
road losses, USU struggled to gain 
Freshman guard Raheem 
Appleby hit a floater with just See MEDLIN, Page 10 
Aggies vs. Aggies Saturday 
BY TYLER HUSKINSON 
assistant sports editor 
After a 77-63 victory over Louisiana Tech 
Thursday night, USU now prepares for a tough, 
physical New Mexico State team in nationally tele-
vised game Saturday. 
USU held its own for until the final minutes 
of the game against NMSU on the road, but the 
southern Aggies outscored USU 32-12 in the final 13 
minutes to capture an 80-60 win. 
"Their size and talent level presents lots of prob-
lems," Morrill said. "We're back to a big issue on the 
boards with their height and their bulk. They have 
a premiere player obviously in Wendell McKines. 
Hernst (Laroche) is a senior (and) does a very good 
job of leading their team. They've got size and 
athleticism." 
Mckines finished with a double-double against 
USU last time around, scoring 13 points and 
grabbing I I rebounds. Laroche nearly reached a 
double-double with 10 points and six assists. Daniel 
Mullings went 8 of 10 from the floor to lead NMSU 
with 17 points. 
The rebounding differential was the glaring stat, 
however. NMSU outrebounded USU 42-31 and the 
northern Aggies gave up 14 offensive rebounds, 
which translated to 18 second-chance points. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
NMSU's entire personnel presents a challenge in 
rebounding -- especially 6-foot-11 senior Hamidu 
Rahmab. 
"He plays 19 minutes a game and averages dou-
ble-figures," Morrill said. "He's just a force inside. 
He demands a double team and that causes you 
problems. You go double him and how do you block 
Wendell McKines off? Wendell is the best rebounder 
in the league." 
Morrill said NMSU's defense will present a vari-
ety of problems. 
"They have a 6-8 two-guard in Bandja Sy. 
Guarding him is an issue, he plays the two and 
the three. Then the freshman two guard (Daniel 
Mullings) that gets six rebounds a game, blocking 
him off is another problem." 
NMSU displayed some showboating during 
its blowout victory and USU is ready for a little 
redemption. 
"Showboating and all that; they've got to come 
here now," Junior forward Kyisean Reed said. 'Tm 
ready for that." 
Reed scored 20 points, 16 in the second half, and 
thrived against Louisiana Tech's size, but Morrill 
is more concerned with how he will play against a 
more physical New Mexico State team. 
See NMSU, Page 11 
25 Harvard 20-2 
Others receiving votes: USU drops first game in basketball double-header 
Notre Dame 83, Iowa State 
71, Southern Miss 51, Temple 
41, Gonzaga 35, Wichita 
State 31, Long Beach State 6, 
New Mexico 5, Kansas State 
3, Iona 2, Cleveland State 2, 
Vanderbilt 2, Brigham Young 
1, Miami (FL) 1 
Dropped from rankings: 




Nevada 8-1 19-4 































BY CURTIS LUNDSTROM 
staff writer 
The Aggies have never beaten the Lady Techsters 
in Logan. 
That statement stayed true Friday evening as 
junior guard Devyn Christensen finished with 22 
points, but rebounds proved costly, and the Aggies 
fell to Louisiana Tech 82-76. 
"The rebounding was a big key in this loss," said 
head coach Raegan Pebley. "We didn't give ourselves 
second-chance opportunities. We didn't finish well." 
Utah State controlled the game at the start, jump-
ing out to a 7-3 lead before the Lady Techsters went 
on a run to seize a 10-9 lead at the first media time-
out. Senior forward Maddy Plunkett scored seven 
points in the first 10 minutes of play and finished 
with 12 on the night. 
The Aggies pushed their lead to six on a 3-pointer 
from Plunkett, but, with a little more than three 
minutes before halftime, Louisiana Tech went on a 
9-0 run and went into the break with a 32-29 lead. 
"We didnt get the stops that we needed when we 
were scoring," Pebley said. "We had our chances, but 
the lack of stops led to the (Louisiana Tech) run." 
Christensen gave spark to the Aggies and recorded 
the first five points to give USU a two-point edge. 
The teams battled back and forth in a tight second 
half, and, each time Utah State pulled ahead, 
Louisiana Tech responded at the other end. 
After a four-point first half, senior forward 
Ashlee Brown found a rhythm and eight points for 
the Aggies in a five-minute span to keep the score 
close. The Lady Techsters effectively crashed the 
boards, which resulted in second-chance points, and 
Louisiana Tech led by four with eight minutes to play. 
Senior guard Brooke Jackson checked into 
the game, and the Aggies went on an 11-4 run to 
reclaim the lead. After Jackson hit a 3-pointer, the 
AGGIE GUARD ELISE NELSON looks to pass. 
The freshman had three rebounds in the loss to the Lady 
Techsters. KIMBERLY SHORTS photo 
· momentum was on USU's side. Moments later, the 
Lady Techsters' leading scorer, Shantale Bramble-
Donaldson, fouled out and Utah State stretched its 
lead to six with four minutes to play. 
The Lady Techsters went back to the boards. 
"They rebounded, we didn't," Jackson said. "It was 
frustrating. We let up when we had the lead. It was a 
lack of mental toughness." 
The Aggies were unable to corral the rebounds, 
and Louisiana Tech cut the deficit on second-chance 
shots. A jumper from Whitney Frazier gave the Lady 
Techsters the lead at 75-74 with 40 seconds to play. 
Christensen missed a 3-point attempt on the 
ensuing possession and Louisiana Tech hit 12 of 13 
free throws in the second half to close it out. 
Utah State finished with 24 rebounds to Louisiana 
Tech's 37. The Lady Techsters finished with 13 
offensive rebounds and had a.n 18-0 advantage in 
second-chance points. 
With the loss, Utah State fell to 15-7 overall and 
6-2 in WAC play. The Lady Techsters pulled to within 
a game of USU in conference play at 5-3 and climbed 
above .500 on the year at 12-11. 
Utah State hosts New Mexico State in its next 
game Saturday at 4 p.m. 
"We're going to take care of business," Christensen 
said. "We're still a motivated team, and all of our 
goals are in sight. We're going to learn from this and 
get back on the boat." 
- curtis.lundstrom@aggiemail.usu.edu 
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LACROSSE 
Atwood shaping Aggies up for 2012 season 
BY MEREDITH KINNEY 
sports senior writer 
said he saw changes in his team. said this is due in large part to the 
Aggie coaching staff. 
than we have in the past." "That's a great, great number," 
Atwood said. "We are really happy 
about that." 
The Utah State lacrosse team is 
playing a numbers game heading 
into its first matchup of the season. 
"They are coming together and 
finding their chemistry," Atwood 
said. "They are starting to gel very 
nicely." 
Utah State midfielder Matt Taylor 
"Our coaches are teaching funda-
mentals better," Taylor said. "We're 
starting to learn how to play better 
together, and we have more structure 
In the Aggies' scrimmage last 
week, Atwood said about 75 percent 
of their goals were assisted - evi-
dence the emphasis on teamwork is 
paying off. 
Taylor, a three-year veteran to 
the squad, said the Aggies are much 
stronger than they have been in past 
seasons. "We went from 14 guys in the fall 
to 21 now," Utah State head coach 
John Atwood said. "Our main goal is 
to get a core group of guys that can 
compete and work together well." 
After taking a season off, the 
Aggies are back on the field and 
ready for their season opener against 
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
When Atwood took over the 
team last year, he made the decision 
to drop out of the Rocky Mountain 
Lacrosse Conference to save his play-
ers from losing eligibility. 
This year, USU is back in the con-
ference, and Atwood said he's ready 
to build up the Aggie program. 
"We're still trying to establish a 
foundation," Atwood said. 
The Utah State midfielder Keaton 
Cluff said the team is up for the 
challenge. 
"One of our main goals is just to 
build it back up, get fans out watch-
ing us and recruit 
more students for future years," Cluff 
said. 
Atwood said finding chemistry on 
a young team has been Utah State's 
biggest challenge. 
"We're a lot more fundamentally 
sound and a lot more structured," 
Taylor said. "We know our offense, 
and our defense a lot better." 
Junior Tyler Andrews is also in 
his third season for the Aggies and 
will start at goaltender. 
"He's very knowledgeable between 
the pipes," Atwood said. "He works 
very hard." 
Andcews has a solid supporting 
cast defending down low. Atwood 
said the Aggie defense's biggest 
strength is its chemistry. 
"They like each other, they are 
hanging out together," Atwood said. 
"They are communicating on the 
field very nicely." 
The Utah State offense is 
anchored by sophomore Kevin Mann 
as well as freshmen Devin Chipman 
and Keaton Cluff. 
"Our strength is our passion and 
our commitment," Cluff said. "We 
don't have a whole lot of skilled play-
ers come here like BYU or other good 
teams, but we put our heart into it." 
The Aggies take the field at 8 p.m. 
against the UNLV Rebels at the Stan 
Laub Indoor Training Center. "We have 21 guys who are playing 
together for the first time," Atwood 
said. "Overall, we just need more 
time together on the field." 
Even in the preseason, Atwood 
AGGIE LACROSSE PLAYERS SCRIMMAGE in a practice last season when the club was not part of the Rocky 
Mountain Lacrosse Conference. File phou, 
- meredith.kinney@aggiemail.usu. 
edu 
Predicting NBA champions before the break 
The Super Bowl is over, friends. It's time to talk NBA. 
Now, I'll be frank, I was one of the macro skeptics who 
honestly thought this NBA season wouldn't exist. What with 
David Stern with the ship's helm in one hand and a Bop It in 
the other, things just didn't look founded enough to give us a 
solid year's worth of basketball. 
In lieu of such, I declined the opportunity to give pre-
season picks, but that won't stop me from rounding up some 
predictions before the All-Star break. Buckle up. 
Western Conference 
Big Men On Conference - The upstart Los Angeles 
Clippers have shown their share of momentum but may find 
themselves on a steady decline with an injured Chauncey 
Billups sidelined for the year. 
They May Surprise You -
You may call me crazy, but 
you just can't count out the 
Minnesota Timberwolves. 
They have a low-post weapon 
in Kevin Love, a backcourt 
weapon in Ricky Rubio and 
a certain little guy who was 
quite clutch when his team 
needed him last postseason -
you may know him as JJ Barea. The 'Wolves may be sitting last 
in their division now, but trust me when I say you'd be a fool 
to call them dead just yet. 
Final Thought - In a league when almost nobody has the 
tools to take it in the West, there is really only one team that 
comes close, even if "coming close" simply means they have 
Kevin Durant. Welcome to the Finals, OKC. 
Prediction: Western Conference Champion - Oklahoma 
City ' 
At this end I'd say one of three teams have their hats in the 
ring for dominance of the conference: the red hot youthful 
Oklahoma City Thunder, the not-freaking-sure-how-they-lead-
their-division-every-season-with-no-players-under-38-years-
old San Antonio Spurs and - gasp - the Los Angeles Lakers. Eastern Conference 
If the Kobe and crew can seek a decent trade and gather 
momentum as the second half of the season nears, they have Big Men On Conference - There are the obvious chokes 
every shot at reaching their eighth NBA Finals in 12 years. with the generally favorite Chicago Bulls and the three-man 
That's a big if, though; and there are too many young legs new world order over in Miami, but don't get flabbergasted 
leaguewidc to go around. when I throw the Indiana Pacers into the mix. With the young 
•)From Page 9 
talent and weakness of conference, look for the Pacers to get 
hot and stay hot, and possibly manage a run deep into the 
playoffs. 
They May Surprise You - If the New Jersey Nets manage to 
snag Dwight Howard from Orlando, they may have the tools 
to make a more-than-forceful run through the East as the sea-
son finishes up. It's a stretch, but it certainly isn't impossible. 
Final Thought - LeBron James and company will certainly 
be a strong force this year, but if I've learned anything from 
the Eastern Conference this season it's that a healthy Derrick 
Rose is a scary one. There just may be no stopping him this 
time. 
Prediction: Eastern Conference Champions - Chicago 
As for the Finals, it all comes down to which team can 
come together at the right time. With two young teams full 
of league-leading talent, it could go just about either way. My 
two biggest motivators here are Oklahoma City's overwhelm-
ing defense and the curse of Jordan of the Windy City. Maybe 
next time, Rose. 
Finals Prediction: Oklahoma City 4, Chicago 2 
- Steve Schwartzman is a junior majoring in communication 
studies. He has had just about every job in sports writing, 
including biogs, analysis, statistics and fantasy football tips, 
but e.specially loves making bold picks. Think you can outpick 
Steve? Let him know: steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu. 
Medlin leads Aggies with 22 points, Utah State downs La. Tech Bulldogs 
in the first half, so I tried to come out and 
make sure I had energy after sitting for such 
a while," Reed said. 
The junior from Palmdale, Calif., threw 
• down a trio of dunks and took over in the 
paint against the Bulldogs, as he went 6 of7 
from the field. USU outscored the Bulldogs 
• in the key 42-20, scoring 30 of those 42 
points in the second half. 
For the fourth-straight game, USU 
out-rebounded its opponent, as the Aggies 
out-rebounded Louisiana Tech 35-29. 
"I think that is from our energy," Reed 
said. "We're going a lot harder, and we're 
defending. Teams are missing a lot of shots 
obviously." 
USU's biggest lead of the night came off a 
layup from Medlin with 8:01 to play to go up 
61-45. 
Louisiana Tech, which went 12 of 29 
against USU in Ruston, La., cooled off from 
the field after hitting 38.5 percent from 
3-point range and 41 percent overall in the 
first half. 
"We got a lot of open looks," said 
Louisiana Tech head coach Michael White. 
"You have to make open 3's on the road. We 
were 8 of 27. Probably two of those 27 were 
contested. You've got to make open shots on 
the road - especially in an environment like 
this - to slow down their runs, and we just 
didn't get it done." 
The Bulldogs finished 8 of 27 from the 
3•point line and shot 39.7 percent overall. 
A 3-pointer from junior guard Brandon 
Gibson, who finished with 15 points, cut the 
Aggie advantage 69-63 with a 3-pointer, but 
that was as close as Louisana Tech would get. 
- ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu 
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LOUISIANA TECH (11-13) 
63 
Kyser 3-3 0-0 6, Gibson 4-12 4-7 15, Appleby 
6-15 2-2 15, Johnson 3-8 0-0 8, McNeaill 3-7 1-2 
9, K. Smith 0-2 0-0 0, Gaskins 1-8 1-2 3, Lewis 
0-0 0-0 0, Souza 3-3 1-3 7. Totals 23-58 9-16 63. 
UTAH ST. (13-12) 
Grim 2-5 1-1 5, Reed 8-12 4-5 20, Pane 4-9 
1-2 9, Berger 2-7 0-0 5, Medlin 9-14 0-0 22, 
Clifford 1-1 5-5 7, Farris 3-4 0-0 7, Bruneel 0-1 
0-0 0, Stone 1-10-02. Totals 30-54 11-13 77. 
Top Performers: 
Kyisean Reed, USU, 20 pts 9 reb 
Brandon Gibson, LTU, 15 pts, 7 reb 
(13-12) 
(5-5) 177 
Halftime - Utah St. 35-32. 3-Point Goals -
Louisiana Tech 8-27 (Gibson 3-9, McNeaill 
2-4, Johnson 2-4, Appleby 1-5, K. Smith 0-1, 
Gaskins 0-4), Utah St. 6-13 (Medlin 4-6, Farris 
1-1, Berger 1-5, Pane 0-1). Fouled Out - Souza. 
Rebounds - Louisiana Tech 29 (Gibson 7), 
Utah St. 35 (Reed 9). Assists - Louisiana 
Tech 12 (McNeaill 4), Utah St. 13 (Pane 6). 
Total Fouls - Louisiana Tech 17, Utah St. 17. 
A-9,643. 
JOBS JOBS JOBS 
Never be without a job. Learn a part-time 
profession that you can earn a I 00% on 
your own investments. A dollar earned is a 
dollar saved, plus I 00% more of it makes 
you wealthy. 
Learn how to double your savings. 
Learn how to become wealthy. When You Need it Done 
RIGHT! 
Be fy, al tine? The American Dream is still alive. 
.... and Right Now. 
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WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Aggie tennis tames ISU Bengals 
BY MEGAN BODILY 
staff writer 
The Utah State women's 
tennis team traveled to 
Pocatello to take on the 
Idaho State Bengals on 
their home turf. The Aggies 
notched their third win of 
the season, defeating ISU 
7-0. 
Utah State started 
off strong, sweeping the 
Bengals in doubles action 
and carried the momentum 
over into singles play. 
"They pretty much domi-
nated. All three doubles 
spots won convincingly," 
said assistant coach Bryan 
Marchant of the Aggies' 
play. "(They) dominated 
from the get-go and never 
let Idaho State into the 
match." 
Utah State freshman 
McKenzie Davis, last 








- Bryan Marchant, 
assistant coach 
U'SU'tennla 
week's Western Athletic 
Conference player of the 
week, remained undefeated 
in regular-season play 
by dismissing her ISU 
opponent, Laura Porres, 
in straight sets. The Salt 
Lake City native's offensive 
style of play pressures her 
opponents and keeps them 
on their toes. 
"Davis did the same 
thing that she always 
does," Marchant said. "She 
played her game and rolled 
through her match." 
Playing in the No. 2 
singles position, Davis 
served out a bagel and two 
breadsticks, 6-0, 6-2, to 
defeat Porres. 
Throughout singles play 
the Aggies overpowered the 
Bengals, shutting down any 
opportunity for them to get 
into the match. 
"Going in, they were 
extremely confident," 
Marchant said. "We knew 
what we were going up 
against and came in expect-
ing to beat them pretty 
good." 
All six Aggie singles 
players won in similar 
fashion, completely control-
ling the points and utilizing 
their strengths both on the 
baseline and at the net. 
Senior Romina 
Nedakovic defeated ISU's 
Marian Tangarife in straight 
sets in the No. 4 singles 
position, but Tangarife 
did not go down without a 
fight. Battling in the first 
set, Nedakovic took it 7-5, 
then 6-4 in the second. 
Marchant said the senior 
There's only one 
Stanley Cup 
The iconic image of the 
athlete, dripping in sweat 
after the biggest game 
of their life, hoisting a 
championship trophy high 
above their heads, is one 
that drives us all. 
-=-·:J , A Tom~s Take 
MEREDITH KINNEY It is one we got to see 
this weekend. With confet-
ti falling all around them, 
the New York Giants were crowned world champions 
and presented with the Lombardi Trophy. 
The trophy itself isn't much to shout about. It's 22 
inches tall, handcrafted out of sterling silver. It's only 7 
pounds, but symbolically weighs a whole lot more. 
Of the four major sports trophies, the Lombardi 
r Trophy is the smallest. It is also the only trophy with a stunt double. Tiffany and Co. makes two of the prized 
I s_tatues just in case one gets destroyed in the celebra-tion. 
1 All this begs a question: Are certain trophies superior 
1 to others? 
I In terms of uniqueness, the Lombardi trophy falls 
1 short of the cut. It actually compares well to the O'brien I Trophy, awarded to the winner of the NBA Finals. 
, The two look like brothers crafted from the same 
I mold. The football that sits atop the Lombardi Trophy is I replaced with a regulation sized basketball. Oh, and it's 
1 plated in gold. 
l A more concerning issue is the size. In a league 
,
1 
·where it's not unusual to have a player stand 7-feet tall, 
the trophy should be much larger. The 2-foot tall trophy 
I looks like something they could carry in their pockets. 
: The Commissioner's Trophy is slightly better. It is 
l at least something to look at. The trophy awarded to 
t the winner of the World Series stands 2-feet tall and 
1 features 30 gold flags representing every major league 
'-team. 
The granddaddy of them all is the Stanley Cup. It sits 
above all other trophies. I'm including every trophy I 
can think of in this category: An Olympic Gold medal, 
the Masters green jacket and the FIFA World Cup. In my 
bracket of trophies, Lord Stanley's Cup still comes out 
on top. 
There's only one Stanley cup. 
The trophy is remade year after year to be awarded 
to the new winner. Unlike all other trophies, the names 
of the winning team's players and coaches are engraved 
into the cup each year. 
But perhaps the most intriguing quality of the Stanley 
Cup is the legends that surround it. 
The silver behemoth has been left in a snow b,1nk, 
drop-kicked into an ice-iilled canal and stolen more 
than once. 
The days of the Cup's colorful exploits may be over. 
Now, an NHL representative is hired to follow it during 
the celebration at all times, but it will always remain the 
most storied of professional sport trophies. 
- Meredith Kinney is a junior majoring in broadcast jour-
nalism and an avid hockey and lacrosse fan. She hopes 
one day to be a big-shot sideline reporter working for 
ESPN. Send comments to meredith.kinney@aggiemail. 
usu.edu. 
pulled out two tough sets. 
"Nedakovic played a 
tough opponent that made 
her work for every point," 
Marchant said. "She had to 
really work for every point 
and had to grind it out. I'm 
proud of her and how she 
competed." 
Junior Jaci West contin-
ued to overwhelm her oppo-
nents, defeating Katherine 
Marsela, 6-2, 6-2, in the No. 
1 singles position. 
Sohomore Kristina 
Voytsekovich also dis-
missed her opponent Rilee 
Moorhead in straight sets 
with a 6-1, 6-0 win m the 
No. 3 singles spot. 
Brianna Rowland 
defeated Bengal Rachel 
Ryan, 6-2, 6-1, in the No. 5 
singles position. 
Senior Monica Abella 
returned to action from 
missing the past double-
meet because of illness to 
oust Zamira Vazquez, 6-4, 
6-3, in the No. 6 singles 
position. 
The women's team next 
travels to Las Vegas to take 
on UNLV on Friday, Feb. 
17, and UC, Riverside on 
Saturday, Feb. 18. 
extremely confident bunch 
right now and looking for 
that big win to get over the 
hump a little bit." 
- mega.bodi@aggiemail.usu. 
Results: Feb. 9, 2012 
Utah State: 7 
Idaho State: 0 
Singles 
West, Jaci def. Marsela, 
Katherina 6-2, 6-2 
Davis, McKenzie def. 




Nedakovic, Romina def. 
edu 
Tangarife, Marian 7-6, 
6-4 
Rowland, Brianna def. 
Ryan, Rachel 6-2, 6-1 
Abella, Monica def. 
Vazquez, Zamira 6-4, 6-3 
Doubles 




Voytsekhovich, K. def. 
Moorhead, R./Tangarife, 
M., 8-6 
Watts, K./Rowland, B. def. 
Vasquez, Z./Ryan, R., 8-2 
"We play a couple of 
tough teams, but we defi-
nitely are going down there 
looking to win," Marchant 
said. "They are tough 
opponents but we are an 
USU'S KRISTINA VOYTSEKHOVICH follows through with 
a shot at the Sports Academy earlier this season. The junior won 
her singles match in straight sets Thursday. CODY GOCHNOUR photo 
CACHE VALLEY LAUNDROMATS 
CEIITRAUY LOCATED IN LOW# 
ALWAYS NICE AND CLEAN 
SAVE TIME AND MONEY 
WE WANT TO SERVE YOU! 
WE TAKE CARE OF USU STUDENTS! 




(By Fresh Market) 
Open 6 am-I 1:30 pm Daily 
40 E. 500 N. Logan 
757-4203 
(Behind Dollar Tree) 
Open 7 am- I I :00 pm Daily 





Open 7 am-11:00 pm Daily 
489 So. Main, Logan 
757-4203 
ers • arge aster • roctor 
for fast, economical drying • Wash & Dry Rugs & Quilts, Sleeping Bags, etc. • Large 
- -
KARAOKE NIGHT BUFFET 
THURSDAY NIGHTS 9PM-MIDNIGHT 
PIZZA PASTA 
SALAD DESSERT 
(435)753.5590 25 E 1400 N, Logan (Next to Harbor Freight) -----------------------------------------1 
I --- ---■ I I • • 
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SOFTBALL 
Swinging into action 
BY MANDY MORGAN 
staff writer 
Utah State's softball team 
begins the 2012 season this week-
end. The team travels to Georgia 
to play four different teams over 
the weekend. 
"I think that Georgia is going 
to push us the hardest," said head 
coach Carissa Millsap-Kalaba. 
"We're very excited. I'm excited 
to see them push each other -
excited to see them go out and 
play." 
Millsap-Kalaba is in her third 
season coaching USU's softball 
team and said her philosophy is 
that the opposing team is not a 
player's biggest worry. 
"You are your own worst 
enemy," Millsap-Kalaba said. 
"You play the game against your-
self more than you do against 
your opponents." 
and said she thinks the team will 
perform well. 
Allison Lenzora led the 2011 
team with the highest batting 
average of .356, and Kelley 
Kaneshiro led with most runs 
batted in, doubles, homeruns and 
total bases. Mandy Harmon led 
with games started and finished 
with pitching, innings pitched 
and the number of batters struck 
out. 
Millsap-Kalaba said there 
are a lot of good freshman this 
season who are malting their way 
into the starting rotation and 
will "keep us competitive on all 
levels.". 
"There's a good healthiness to 
the team," Millsap-Kalaba said. 
"A lot of the new girls add that to 
the situation." 
"We have a really good mix 
of athleticism and maturity," 
Millsap-Kalaba said. 
With this, she believes 
the team is ready to take on 
anything. 
"From top to bottom, with all 
22 players, we have the potential 
to be strong," she said. "It's 
the girls' choice what they do 
between the lines." 
Millsap-Kalaba said the big-
gest goal for the team this year is 
to bring pride back to the Utah 
State softball field. 
"They've said plenty of times 
thatit's not about them, it's about 
what they represent;' Millsap-
Kalaba said. "The name on the 
front is more important than the 
name on the back." 
USU will face North Carolina 
State and Army on Friday, in 
Athens, Georgia, and St John's 
and Georgia on Saturday and 
Campbell on Sunday. 
UTAH STATE SOFTBALL PLAYERS recently began practicing in the Stan Laub Indoor 
Training Center for the 2012 season. File photo 
Last year, the Aggies' 15-42 
record included a 4-10 record at 
home. Millsap-Kalaba is feeling 
"really positive" about this season 
Millsap-Kalaba sees the team 
as being ready to play as a team 
because they "balance each oth-
er's strengths and weaknesses:' 
she said. The team has the talent 




SOPHOMORE PRESTON MEDLIN shoots 
for two of his 22 points in the win over Louisiana 
Tech on Thursday. CURTIS RIPPLINGER photo 
•)From Page 9 
NMSU may be tough challenge for Utah State in Spectrum 
"We love it when he gets some lobs and gets 
loose on the break;' Morrill said. "Those are 
some fun plays for the crowd and it gives our 
team· a little energy, but the key for Kyisean is 
the physical part of the game. Saturday, we really 
need him stick his nose in against the physical 
play of New Mexico State and not be taken out 
by their size and physicality." 
"Logan is an interesting place on Saturdays,» 
Morrill said. "People have lots of activities, lots 
of things with their kids and all of that which I 
fully understand, but hopefully there is enough 
that can free up some time to come to the 
game. Usually when there is national television 
involved that motivates a few. So hopefully that 
will help." 
Despite the early start time, Morrill hopes 
there will be a large crowd Saturday afternoon. - ty.d.hus@aggiernail.usu.edu 
Meet the Challenge 
usu (13-12) 
vs. NMSU (17-8) 
Stew Mornll ( 14th year) 
Marvin Menzies (4th year) 
Feb. I I, Dee Glen Smith Spectrum, I 9.m. 
USU probable starters NMSU probable starters 
F- Morgan Grim 9.3 F- McKines, Wendell 
F- Kyisean Reed 10.1 F- Watson, Tyrone 
F- Danny Berger 5.9 C- Rahman, Hamidu 
G- Preston Medlin 15.2 G- Laroche, Hernst 





8.2 SENIOR FORWARD MORGAN GRIM 
Friday, Feb. 10, 2012 TimeOut Page 13 -
www.a-bay-usu.com 
FunltUff 
Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.utahstatesman.com 
Breaking the Mold • kenneth.locke@aggiemail.usu.edu 
HE!<. NAAE. IS LESLI 
.ANDl.'VE 
Loose Parts • Dave Blazek 






1-, N£\.J Lo ... Parts boot. now at Loos.PartsCo.n1, . ..,.1 




All But Dead • sarah.a@aggiemail.usu.edu 
N(t Tll~Nk. '(OIJ, 
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by Linda Thistle 
7 2 8 
2 6 7 
1 3 9 
2 4 7 5 
5 2 3 
6 1 7 
4 8 6 
9 1 5 
7 6 2 
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and 
each small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine. 
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * * 
Help Wanted 
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid Survey Takers Needed in Logan. 
100% FREE to Join! Click on Surveys. 
Earn Extra Money 
Students needed ASAP 
Earn up to $150 per day being a Mystery 
Shopper 
No Experience Required 
Call 1-855-204-0676 
Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive our 
brand new cars with ads. www.AdCar-
Pay.com 
Statewide ads 
DISH NETOWRK. STARTING 
at $19.991month PLUS 30 Premium Mov-
ie Channels FREE for 3 Monthsl SAVEi 
& Ask About SAME DAY Installation! 
CALL - 888-485-2321 (ucan) 1of1 
ACCELLER- SAVE ON 
SAVE on Cable TV-Internet-Digital 
Phone. Packages start at $89.99,mo 
(for 12 months.) Options from ALL 
major service providers. Call Acceller 
today to learn morel CALL 1-866-931-
2499 (ucan)1of1 
100 PERCENT GUARANTEED 
Omaha Steaks• SAVE 65 percent on the 
Family Value Collection. NOW ONLY 
$49.99 Plus 3 FREE GIFTS & nght-to-
the-door delivery in a reusable cooler 
lib 
Argyle Sweater 
A~t> 1-\ERE tS oNE of ouR Mo~i ANc1£.tff 
RELICS. Cf..R~oN t>r..,,~G fu,s ff, .. 
THERE-'.S S-TtU. IS MtNuTe.CS. Be.foRE 
C.\.~'Ss - 6u"T I Dot-H M1t-lt> 1f '/dJ sTAKT. 
The Joke's On YOUI 
We have a winner for last 
week's cartoon. It was 
JESSICA ANDERSON, who 
wins a 
Winger's gift certificate/ 
Here's a sneak preview of 
next week's cartoon ... just 
ready for your best gag/ 
nathem lh('p,1th r 1 \\ 1 lid pu; 1lc topic Surfing 
HOW TO PLAY: 
Spell the phrase in 
the gnd above it, 
writing each unique 
letter only once. 
The correct solution 




Difficulty ***** (60pts} 
along a single continuous spelling 
path that moves horizontally, 
vertically and diagonally. Fill the grid 
from square to square • revisiting 
letters as needed to complete the 
spelling path in order. Each letter will 
appear only once in the grid. 
e 2012 Thinki1g Mad1111e Inc A Rights Reserved visit www.Pathem.com 
.2297Notfh~UJ/l(II' 
Cinefour, 
Theatres ..,._,.. __ _..,,.,..,, ____ 
lllo ___ ..,......., 
Mission 2D Puss In Boots 
Impossible 4 (1'6) 4:30 
(PG-13) 6:40 & 8:40 S.Ulat. 12:30 & 2:20 
We Bought a Zoo lwilight 8l'8ak.lng 
11'6) 7:00&8:.'lO Dawn Pt. 1 fG-1~ 
8:50 
The Muppets 
Alvin and the (PG) 4:45 
Sat. Mat. 12:00 & 2:30 Chipmunks: 
Chlpwrecked 
Hugo(PG) (G) 4:15 
8:45 &9:20 Sit. ltlt.11:40 & 2:00 
The Advent!ns of Tit Tit (l'6) 
OAaY ATAT 5m &7:30 
Sat. ...-12:20 & 2:40 
ORDER TODAY at 1- 888-301-2712 or 
www.OmahaSteaks.com/value25, use 
code 45069YLB. (ucan) 1of1 
SHARI'S BERRIES - ORDER 
Mouthwatering Gifts for Valentine's Dayl 
100 percent satisfact10n guaranteed. 
Hand-dipped bemes from $19.99 plus 
s h. SAVE 20 percent on qualifying 
gifts over $29! Visit www.berries.com/ 
goody or Call 1-888-691-8556 (ucan) 
1of1 
Get Back to 
Square One. 
♦Your Best 
Choice for Wedding 
Invitations 
& paper goods 
--- Super Crossword ALL MINE 
ACROSS 51 Music 93 Raptor 
1 Slart to center feature 
cry? 53 Southam 11. 9Hriumphed 
4 Represen• 54 ·rm worlong 95 Waugh'I 
talion• ~ 7~1.oved 
10 One of a 55 Ma1a1hon 
1)81r 56 ·- bienr 96 WiSh 
14 Equ,pmant 57 He d"'°"rs 97 Cows and 
18'-lta book& sow• 
Pfy?' 170 60 P,ivale 99 Caooni2ed 
scngJ ~nst0n Mlle. 
20 Posh pal1y 61 'Pshaw• 100 Baseball's 
21 Hu~er 62 Composer Parksr 
Hersh<ser Manuel de 101 Moses or 
22 Coa., Mooet 
23 Wall,ngton's 64 Moo - ga 105 Oeci(juou9 
aobriql,et PM tree 
25 ·-usa· 65 OCCUit 110 cars dog 
26 l.assl.-S 87 Prop school 112 PC key 
father 69 BaiZac's 'le 114 Merril 
27 Austen tnle Pere - melody 
start 73 Moore or 115 Rod<er 
28 CSA soldier Tatbel Rundgren 
28 Oat>J 74Fffleted 118 Dorothy's 
feature 75 SDI devi:e oost nat,on 
32 Barbel's·- 78 SATs big 119 Capone 
for Strings' brother feature 
34 Woods' org. n Poe tale 120 'Splendor 
35 A'fO 81 Mamr,o in the 
opponent 'ltlluns pop Grass" 
38 Concept . 83 In add,11011 wnte, 
38 Warehouse 84 Barbara of 121 Poe 
ffem 'Perry Character 
40 Salon Mason" 122 The 
request 85 'Alley - • Laura 
41 Rol!t or Reid 8& COf1lllele Bu$h of 
44 Photog- fa ure 0/ymp<Js 
rapher 89 Chicken 123 Proteeted 
Mxrs Uttte, lt>r 124 Like line 
47~151 one wine 
lleaelhoim 92 Pela, of 125 Byzantine 
49 'Pilgr)m's 'Yoong art form 
Prcgrest· Franl<en- 126 Japanese 
e g s1ein" hor.orfflc 
t 2 
114 
DawN 41 Author 78 Heavenly 
1 Or Momtort headgear 
accessones 42 Spong 79 Dash 
2 S,nge, blOom 80 Health 
Tessie 43 Legerxt measure• 
3 Upnght 44 Fran, bool< 81 Buddy 
4 Mev,c start 45 Pizarro's 82 Fatef\JI 15th 
5 5th victims 13 Archi18Ct's 
President 46 M mic add-on 
8 - -de- 46 7reasure 88 Prune 
camp Island' 87 Cyclone 
7 Baby beetle monogram center 
&Toon cry 49 Soothe 88 Slood up 
9 B rd lood 50 Like 90 Speck 
10 Vassa,'s 51 Rid<red<, 111 Torpor 
"' eg,anca e.g. 92 Cornice kin 
11 Smell to 52 Ll'III and 116 Ptlld 
savor breathe attention 
12 La18-ilight 53 Thin la'fOr 88 Miellener 
name 57•et11an = 
13 Cozy cloth Frame' prop 99 Extra 
14 Overly 58 Kitchen 100 Heel type 
enthUSlashc Implement 102 Fool part 
15 C!e<telands 59 Space 103 Farm 
lake 81 Hoond'1 laatures 
16 Akbars c,ty handle 104 Neon-
17 Oliver of 82 Mr Diller 105 Perennial ' 
'Glad,ato~ e3 Citrus panaliet 
19 Actress cooler Peggy 
Farrow 66 Paper- 106 Namu or 
24 'Salw! -• 67 1-ieaAl Wo'lf 
30 - facto mor,, 107 Chantsusa 
31 G18n018 68 Toor de Edith 
truit rorce 1oe Be~ry 
33 Uks some 70 Northern sound 
twns hemi· 109 rdter 
37 Sl<Dlecl sphere? 110 Cello parts 
38 Shuffle- 71 Bean or 111 SectJO<\ 
board stlclc Welles 113 "Saving 
39'-Day n'-Wotf" Pnvata-• 
Now" f62 f85 him) ('98 him) 
M) 75 PD aler1 117"0 Sote-• 
40 Eastern n January 11a Fond du-, 
Euro~.,, event WI 
10 11 ~c-:-o-,-,,...,.,,,-, 
* Moderate * * Challenging 
*** HOO BOY! 
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Today's Issue 
• e . 
• Todays issue 
Utah Statesman 
cated to Bobby 
, a senior major-
panish teaching 
rom Malad, Idaho. 
Almanac 
Today in History: 
Former heavyweight 
boxmg champion Mike 




was found guilty by an 
Indiana Jury. 
Weather 





100% chance of 
To-Die-For 8readsticks 
FREE with food purchaSB! 
/:11/411.lr l~S 
W"~atn St, Sm1thf1tll!I 
Just 5 minutes down the road! 
Reservations/ 435-563-9179 




•> Forgotten Photographs of the Union 
Pacific- All Day Library 
•> USU Regional Art Exhibition- Noon 
to 4 p.m. FAC 102 
•> Bang! Thwack! Plop! Comics- 10 to 
5 p.m. Nora Eccles Harrison Museum 
of Art 
•> Fragments of Terror- 10 to 5 p.m. 
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art 
•> The Art of Happiness 2 Workshop-
11:30 to 12:30 p.m. TSC 310 
•> Special Treats• Noon Education 
• Atrium 
•> Operation Beautiful: Miss 
Representation- 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. TSC 
Auditorium 
•> Black Student Union's: Soul Food 
Dinner- 7 to 9 p.m. TSC Ballroom 
•> Freedom Writers Movie-? p.m. BUS 
215 
•> Gymnastics vs. San Jose State- 7 
p.m. Spectrum 




•> Forgotten Photographs of the Union 
Pacific- All Day Library 
•> Bang! Thwack! Plop! Comics- 10 to 
5 p.m. Nora 'Eccles Harrison Museum 
of Art 
•> Fragments of Terror- 10 to 5 p.m. 
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art 
•> Men's Basketball vs. New Mexico 
State- 7 p.m. Spectrum 
•> Mardi Gras- 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. TSC 
Acoustic music You Need to Know: 
Cache Valley Stargazers that provides outdoor 
monthly meeting. 10 February recreation for people with 
2012. 7:30pm in room 244 disabilities. To sign up 
of the SER building. The for this activity, request 
meeting will feature a joint transportation or to learn 
talk by Dr. Michelle Larson about other activities, call 
from USU entitled "One 713-0288. 
Star, Two Star, Red Star, Blue On Saturday, Feb. 11, 
Star: An exploration of the Singer/songwriter and 
vast variety of objects called Mountain Crest student 
STAR" Missy Checketts will have her 
On Friday, Feb. 10, Cache debut public performance 
Valley's favorite singing at Pier 49 San Francisco Style 
cowboys, Tumbleweeds, Sourdough Pizza from 7 to 
will perform at Pier 49 San 8pm Saturday. This wilJ be 
Francisco Style Sourdough Missy's first performance 
Pizza from 6 to 8pm Friday. If outside of family and friends . 
you haven't heard these guys, Opening for Missy will be 
they are very entertaining! Juice Box from 6 to 7pm. 
Pier 49 is located at 99 East There will be no cover charge, 
1200 South. There is no cover but tips are appreciated. 
charge; everyone is welcome. The Bridger Folk Music 
Come to That Totally Society presents a concert 
Awesome 80's Concert at 7:30 with autoharp player, 
p.m. in the Kent Concert Hall singer and songwriter 
on Feb. 10. The combined Bryan Bowers on Saturday 
choirs of USU will perform February 12, 2012 at 7:00 
covers of popular songs from pm at a private home in 
the 80's! General Admission Logan. Tickets are $15 and 
$10, Seniors and Youth $8, are available by calling Ron 
USU Faculty and Staff $5, or Lisa at 435-881-3261 or 
USU students free with ID 435-757-5420. Seating is 
Gallery Walle at Caffe Ibis very limited, so advance 
on Friday, Feb 10th from 6-9 purchase is recommended. 
p.m. "Mug Shots" Paintings The Bridger Folk Music 
by Colleen Howe. Affordable Society also presents 
little paintings featuring the a concert with singer/ 
gamut in portraiture of the songwriter/percussionist 
interesting and mundane Christopher Williams on 
world of coffee mugs. Saturday February 18, 2012 
Colleen will also show small at 7:30 pm at Crumb Brothers 
still lifes, florals and local Bakery, 291 South 300 West 
landscapes. Playing for the in Logan, UT. Tickets are $13 
GALLERY WALK ... Guitarist and are available by calling 
extrodinaire, Kris Krompel 435-757-3468. 
will blow you away with his Sign up for our library 
talent. Acoustic website usability survey. 
Common Ground hosts Survey begins Feb. 1, and 
Ski Day Saturday, February ends Feb. 29. Email hannah. 
11th at 7:30 am. Come hit kim@usu.edu to sign up for 
the slopes with our great ski time slots; M-F, 9AM-4PM -
staff. Adaptive equipment is should only last 45 minutes, 
available. Cost is $25 for a and you get a $10 Smith's gift 
half day of skiing at Beaver card. 
Mountain. Common Ground 
is a non-profit organization 
Flying McCoys• G&G McCoy 
Deep End • tysoncole@aggiemait 
More Calendar and FYI 
listings, Interactive 
Calendar and Comics at 
Utah States 
www.utahstatesman.com 
